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To: peter.beaumont@theguardian.com, Dr. Katherine Horton
Cc: Karen Melton-Stewart, Bill Binney, Kirk Wiebe, Dr. Millicent Black, Melanie Vritschan
Dear Peter Beaumont,
I fully support the excellent information in this letter from Dr. Katherine Horton, and
would like to advise as well that Torture as practiced today by the Intelligence agencies,
certainly in the USA, and no doubt in the UK and Europe too, given the close
networking between the secret service agencies these days, goes well beyond the
openly acknowledged programs of rendition covered for instance in the Senate
Intelligence Committee's CIA Report.
The Joint Investigation Team of which I am a part sent on a Memorandum to President
Trump last year detailing the torture of Americans as well as civilians worldwide in
identical programs of wrongful watchlisting and human trafficking into non-consensual
DOD, USAF, CIA/DIA/NSA & other agency neuro-experimentation and directed-energy
weapons-testing programs, which essentially involve 24/7 assault and persecution with
electromagnetic weapons, sonic weapons, scalar weapons, and other such exotic
military Spectrum technologies--also known as Torture. In fact, hallmarks of this assault
include sleep-deprivation and continuous, rabid assault with acoustic stimuli designed
to stress and impair the nervous system and immune system, features well-known and
well-remarked in counter-intelligence manuals detailing torture such as the the CIA's
Kubark Counter-Intelligence Manual. More obvious marks of torture such as lesions,
burns, vibrations, electroshocks are being reported daily--as a reporter covering these
crimes, I receive pictures and reports from victims across the USA and across the
world on an ongoing basis.
Reporting victims of these crimes against humanity--which are permitted, condoned,
and covered up by fusion centers--are labelled mentally ill in order to dismiss and
disappear their testimony. Fusion centers include the intelligence agencies; the FBI,
CIA, NSA, and DHS are partaking in these operations. Lies, deception, and character
assassination campaigns run in neighborhoods on targets keep the civilian population
quiescent and participatory in these crimes of extreme assault with military weapons of
war.
This program of silent assault, I understand from reporting victims of these crimes in
the UK, is most definitely ongoing in the UK as well.
Lies on many fronts are keeping these crimes from larger public view. I thank you

therefore for speaking out about MI6 lies--not very different from CIA lies or FBI lies or
NSA lies on this side of the pond--and ask that you continue covering this very
important subject. The lies printed by corporate media have heretofore assisted in
keeping these crimes hidden.
FBI whistleblower Geral Sosbee and NSA whistleblower Karen Stewart as well as CIA
whistleblower Barbara Hartwell have detailed these operations in interviews and
articles.
As Dr. Horton mentioned, I too am a front-line reporter of these crimes, my story is on
Washington's Blog and on a video interview with Dr. Paul Marko at PineConeUtopia.
Many stories and articles reporting others' experiences that I have covered may be
found on my site everydayconcerned.net and Youtube channel Ramola D Reports. I
continue to write, speak out, and publish on this matter.
You may recall that the non-consensual test subjects of the Plutonium radiation
experiments, in particular Elmer Allen, were labelled schizophrenic by their own
colluding doctors, as journalist Eileen Welsome has detailed, primarily to keep the
torture and tests secret.
Very recently, I had the interesting experience of being labelled "mentally ill" myself in a
bizarre and baseless report to Child Protection Services, when I dared to step into my
daughter's school--just south of Boston--and report a DEW assault I had suffered on
school grounds at the science fair. In the process of uncovering and addressing this
injustice, I made a few discoveries about a certain General Dynamics Director of
Security who has chaired the School Board and is now a city councilman, and most
probably was the "mandatory reporter" who fabricated this particular lie out of thin air
for CPS. General Dynamics is currently running DEW tests in the US on various DEBR
contracts, one of which I have been trying to get more information about via FOIA
requests. I have partially reported this information in press releases and articles on my
website; a more focused expose is forthcoming. Some details of General Dynamics'
and the DOD's involvement can be found in my recent letter to the School Board--a
most remarkable School Board indeed, since it is chaired, Orwellian-style, by the city
Mayor.
Many egregious crimes against humanity that are currently being executed on the
populace in the USA, UK and Europe as well as Australia, New Zealand and other
countries are being concealed by the gargantuan lies of the Intelligence agencies and
very unethical divisions of the Military in the name of "National Security." Thousands if
not millions of innocent Europeans and Americans and citizens worldwide are being
persecuted, tortured daily and nightly in their beds, in their homes, and everywhere
they travel--even on airplanes, public ferries, buses (I have been assaulted thus on the
London ferry, walking in Kensington Gardens, visiting Christ College at Oxford, on the
London tube, at Kings' Cross: really, everywhere I went in London on a summer trip in
2016.) All of humanity is at risk. These crimes have to be stopped, and the only way to

stop them is via ensuring wide public knowledge.
I will be glad anytime to provide further information, please do not hesitate to contact
me, or any one of us on the JIT team.
Please assist in exposing and ending these electronic and neuro concentration camp
crimes of absolute torture. We need writers in all media to report the truth.
Thanks very much--sincerely,
Ramola D
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